ART. 237]
ELLIPTIC  CYLINDERS.
119
This result has an electrical meaning. If the electrical density on the surface of the elliptic cylinder be represented by -p, the electricity will be in equilibrium when the system is placed in a field of uniform force whose components are Z, Y, JZ; see also Art. 231, Ex. 1.
Ex. 4.   If the surface density p of a thin stratum of attracting matter placed on
the surface of an infinite elliptic cylinder be given by p=_i
prove that the x component of the attraction at any internal point  (£, 17) is
X=    ff^.0 {(L-N) %+Mr]}, with a similar expression for the y component. (a + b)"
Ex. 5. Show that the potential at an internal point of an infinite cylindrical mass bounded by two coaxial cylinders is infinite. Art. 50.
Ex. 6. The components of the attraction of a right elliptic cylinder whose section is (aj/a)3 + (y/6)2=l", and whose ends are any two planes perpendicular to the axis, at an external point £', 77', ^, are X', Y', Zf. A confocal cylinder having the same ends is described through £', ?/, £*, and attracts an internal point £, 37, £, with components X, Y, Z. Show that if £/a=!'/a'» V&^V&'j f=T» *nen X'/X=blV, S r/r=a/a'.                                                                                 [Math. T. 1879.]
/^'   237.    To find the potential at an external point of an elliptic jf   cylinder we use Maclaurin's theorem.
Let V, V be the potentials of two confocal cylinders whose semi-axes are respectively a, b and a', V. Since their component attractions at all external points are proportional to their masses,
we must have                 F= -777 V + E,
a o
where the constant E is independent of the coordinates £', -?/ of the attracted point but may be a function of the axes of either cylinder. Let the external cylinder (a', V) pass through the attracted point P', then by Art. 233
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where D and E' are independent of f', r[ but are functions of a', V. Let 2/ be the distance between the foci of the given elliptic cylinder, then a/2~6/2=/2. -
To find E', we place the attracted point on the axis of as, then (•' = a' and ?/ = 0.    By Art. 235 we have dV    „
after substituting 6' = /v/(«/2 — /2), we find by an easy integration
F= - 27T/> ~ {a'- - a!
where  the  constant
a'2 ~/2)+/2 log (a'+ &')} + #, of integration is  independent  of a', b'.
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